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Polam Hall Junior School 

Welcome to the Polam Hall family!  We are delighted that 

your child will be joining us at the start of their 

educational journey and look forward to working together 

with you to jointly support your child from the beginnings 

of reading and writing through to post-16 education. 

As the only all-through state funded school in Darlington we are in a 

unique position to nurture all aspects of a child’s development with the 

aim of supporting them to reach their full potential both inside and 

outside the classroom.  We work in partnership with other local 

schools to provide extended opportunities for our pupils and as part 

of the Woodard Academies Trust have links further afield which also 

contribute to the experiences of pupils at Polam Hall. 

Our school ethos is underpinned by four key values:  Confidence, 

Creativity, Curiosity, Community.  These sit alongside the school 

motto – Concordia Crescimus: we grow in harmony - and are the 

foundations on which all aspects of life at Polam Hall are built.  

We firmly believe in the importance of 

collaboration between home and school in order 

to best meet the needs of each individual child.  

In this handbook you will find information to help 

prepare you, and your child, for starting school 

and for what we hope will be a long and happy 

partnership in supporting your child’s learning and 

development. 

 

 

 

 



 

Confidence 

Starting a new school is a daunting experience even 

for the most confident child.  To help your child 

settle in and find their feet quickly we suggest the 

following: 

1. Talk to your child about starting school – give them the 

opportunity to share their concerns and ask questions. 

2. Ensure that your child can recognise their own name so that they 

can find their own coat/blazer/water bottle etc.  Labels with 

pictures can help here, too. 

3. Make sure your child can use a knife and fork independently – 

staff will help with cutting ‘tricky foods’ and all children are 

expected to use appropriate cutlery when eating lunch. 

4. Ensure that your child can take themselves to the toilet 

independently – we know that accidents will happen, that is 

inevitable (and nothing to worry about, it is more likely to be due 

to distraction than regression) but independence as a matter of 

course is vital. 

5. Encourage your child to dress and undress themselves as they 

will need to do this for PE lessons, staff can assist with 

top/pinafore buttons but simply cannot dress/button up 

complete outfits – we don’t have enough hands!  Practise at home! 

6. Drop your child and leave them in staff’s care 

– although this can be challenging (and heart-

wrenching) initially it really does support 

your child to settle more swiftly in the long 

run.  

 



Creativity 

Children have a natural creativity and capturing 

this is vital to helping them grasp key concepts in learning 

such as rhyme, storytelling and understanding of the world 

around them. 

To support your child at home, try some of the following: 

1. Learn nursery rhymes/read rhyming stories (Julia 

Donaldson is a great source of these, amongst many other 

authors) and then play with adding different words to make the 

rhymes. 

2. Play with making up words using sounds that your child has been 

learning. 

3. Create stories using objects you find in the house/garden/on a 

walk – a stone or stick could have a personality and adventure of 

its own. 

4. Use shaving foam/flour/an old paintbrush and water on a patio 

to practise ‘writing’ letters and numbers 

5. Encourage your child to use their imagination in 

drawing/painting/junk modelling. 

6. Share the beauty and creativity of nature together – look at the 

numbers of petals on flowers/shapes of leaves on trees/ 

different shades of colours in the natural environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Curiosity 

The Early Years (Reception) curriculum is rooted in child-led, 

experiential and exploratory learning.  Whilst children need to be 

taught the key facts of letters, sounds and numbers they are actively 

encouraged to follow their own interests and to ask questions and find 

things out for themselves. 

 

 

 

 

For example, if a child finds a feather in the outdoor space, instead 

of telling them where it has come from staff will ask questions to 

prompt the child’s own thinking as to how it may have got there. 

To support this at home please encourage your child to ask, and then 

try to answer, questions.  This could be about where their favourite 

food comes from/how it is made; it could be about how to solve a ‘real 

life’ problem (not enough of something to go round – what could be 

done; it is raining and your child wants to play outside – what could 

they do).  Some questions may need solving together – this is a 

fabulous learning opportunity for children to see that adults do not 

always know the answer and are still learning, too. 

To ask ‘why’ and ‘how’ will be a great asset to your child in their 

learning.  

 

 

 

 

 



Community 

Being part of a community is really important at our school.  Your child 

will be assigned to one of our four houses (Skerne, Swale, Kent and 

Tees) when they start Reception and will stay in that house for the 

whole of their time at Polam. 

Also key to feeling part of our community is our 

distinctive uniform (see separate uniform list).  Please 

ensure that your child wears full, smart uniform 

including their hat every day.   

Our shared lunchtime is integral to our school family – 

all children have a hot meal and eat at tables with 

plates and cutlery.  All children are expected to try the food on offer 

and often surprise families by happily eating at school things they 

refuse at home!  

Being on time, so that they do not stand out, is also an important 

aspect of being part of our community. Playground gates at 8.30am 

and staff take children into school at 8.40.  Registration is at 8.45 

and the gates close at this point.  At the end of the school day gates 

open at 3.25 for collection at 3.30.  Wraparound care operates from 

8am and until 6pm – see separate leaflet. 

Participation in extra curricular activities is a further way in which we 

promote a feeling of community.  A list is published at the start of 

each half term – this is often a good way to encourage your child to 

try something new. 

 

 

 

 

 



Other Useful Information 

 Please ensure that your child has a named water bottle (with 

sports/leakproof top) in school each day. 

 Long hair must be tied back at all times, please, as this prevents 

children playing with their hair and also helps prevent the spread 

of head lice.  Bobbles/ribbons should be ‘school green’.   

 Wellies are essential – children in Reception are encouraged to 

go outside in all weathers, so ideally wellies should stay in school. 

 Letter formation:  we use a ‘from the line’ style for our 

handwriting.  If your child is keen to write (usually starting with 

their name, or those of family) please support them to use this 

formation – it may be tricky to start with but ‘unlearning’ habits 

is much more difficult in the long run. 

 If your child is unwell please do keep them at home, however we 

are very used to dealing with ‘minor’ issues such as coughs/ear 

infections and, with written permission, can give medication.  If 

your child is absent please inform school via the office. 

 Please keep us updated with any changes to contact 

details/family circumstances so that we can be alert to 

supporting your child – even happy events such as a new baby can 

be unsettling for young children. 

Most importantly, please talk to us.  Knowing what your child is doing 

at home is vital to us in supporting their learning at school - we 

particularly like photos as they give us the opportunity to develop 

children’s speaking and listening skills through discussing the pictures. 

 

 



Key Contacts  

 

We are sure that you will have a number of questions over the 

coming months and continuing once your child starts school.  The 

best initial contact for any queries/concerns is always your 

child’s class teacher.   

 

As staff are teaching most of the day and often have meetings 

after school we recommend either catching staff at the 

start/end of the day for minor/quick matters or email for 

lengthier/more complex queries.  Staff will respond as quickly 

as is reasonably possible – usually within 24 hours during the 

working week. 

Mrs Crosby: crosby.e@phs.woodard.co.uk 

Miss Gray: gray.k@phs.woodard.co.uk 

 

Junior School Office can be reached (for absences/questions 

around wraparound care/clubs) on  

01325 373 836 or via juniors@phs.woodard.co.uk 

 

If these avenues do not resolve your query you can contact  

Miss Lawton (Junior School Head) lawton.c@phs.woodard.co.uk 

or Mrs Reid (Principal) reid.k@phs.woodard.co.uk 

 

We hope that you, and your child, will be very happy at Polam 

Hall and look forward to you joining us full time in September. 
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